GOVERNMENT PRODUCTS
SPECIALTY AND ACCESSORIES

SPECIALTY AND
ACCESSORIES
SPECIAL NEEDS
Guytel is your Go-To place for t elephonic solutions
for clients with special needs, whether it’s devices
that enhance hearing, help with vision, or other
custom solutions.
An example of one such intuitive device is:
The P300 amplified c
 orded phone, by Clarity®,
features Clarity P
 ower™ technology to
make sounds not only louder, but also
clearer and easier to understand. Now
with up to 26 decibels of amplification
and programmable photo memory
buttons, the P300™ is an ideal solution
for those with mild-to-moderate
hearing loss or low vision.

FEATURES
• Clarity Power™ technology
• Amplifies incoming sound
up to 26 decibels
• Nine programmable
photo memory buttons
• Adjustable ringer pitch
and volume control
• Bright visual ring indicator
• Extra loud ringer (75+ dB)
• Large, easy-to-use dial pad
• Desk or wall mount options
• Works even when the power is out
• Eco-friendly and energy efficient
operation
• Hearing aid compatible

EMERGENCIES
Among popular product we can provide there is
the SCT-40 (shown right): Guardian’s SCT-40 Indoor
Industrial Steel Compact analog telephones with metal
keypad and armored handset cord are engineered
to provide reliable communications in moderately
harsh environments, providing dependable, high
quality communications where standard phones are
not suitable. Ideal for noisy areas and a wide variety of
industrial applications the SCT was originally designed
for use in the harsh conditions of potash mines.
The SCT-40 has an encapsulated circuit board which
resists failures due to moisture, dust and vibration.
SCT telephones are standard with an encapsulated
circuit board which resists failures due to moisture, dust
and vibration.
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PERIPHERAL DEVICES
Guytel provides for your peripheral device needs, for products
such as ringer’s, strobes, teller recorders, handset amplifiers, and
digital interface.
An example of the type of product Guytel could provide is shown
in the picture right: Krown’s Amplified Ringer with Strobe light
monitors your phone line, alerting you of an incoming call with an
amplified ringer of up to 120 dB, and bright flashing strobe light. A
real attention getter!

TOOLS
Guytel provides a wide array of tools for your
specialty telephonic needs. Examples of such types
of tools include:
• Punch tool
• Butt Set
• Wire strippers
• Toners
• Testers

ACCESSORIES
Guytel offers a wide array
of accessories in all product
categories. We welcome you
to browse all of our product
categories which have included
your accessories solutions.
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